
Largest order yet delivered by Nimo-KG
The largest order in Nimo-KG’s history is now manufactured, assembled and delivered. Findus new ultramodern factory in Bjuv,
Skåne was opened on june 17th with Nimo-KG constructing the complete product handling system.

– This has been our biggest deal so far and we’ve been working with the project for 18 months. It has been great fun and it’s a
good feeling that the factory is up and running, says Torsten Palmgren, project manager at Nimo-KG.

Sweden’s Minister for Rural Affairs, Sven-Erik Bucht inaugurates Findus’ new factory in Skåne, to which Nimo-KG has delivered a complete
product handling system. The Company’s largest order yet.
 

Nimo-KG has been working with Findus since March last year, and it has been a well-functioning partnership.

– Findus has been a great client to work with. We’ve had a good working relationship and they’ve had had confidence in us throughout the
whole process. The factory hasn’t been in full production yet, but all the preparatory tests has shown excellent results. There’s always some
minor adjustments but we’ve been able to handle them in time for the opening.

The construction of Findus’ new production facility and cold storage has been a real boost not only for Nimo-KG, but also for the entire region.

– We’ve tried to keep the production local as far as possible with several operators from the region working with us, It’s been positive for the
district as a whole.

When the order from Findus was announced it meant an entire annual turnover in one single order for Nimo-KG, and with the project’s
completion, Torsten Palmgren is optimistic about the future.

– The order situation for the company is looking very good, we have a number of new orders coming in. The Findus order has given us real
momentum and we now have an even stronger market position than before, says Torsten Palmgren, project manager at Nimo-KG.

More news from Nimo-KG on Cision.
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Nimo-KG designs and manufactures machines for internal product handling. The company’s lifting and tipping equipment (widely known as the KG-
lift) has turned Nimo-KG into a household name in the food industry over the years. Each year about 200 machines are delivered to customers worldwide.
For more information please visit   www.nimo-kg.se


